FALK – EU ECOLABEL

At HOUE we are determined to ensure right steps are taken in
creating responsible furniture, meaning considering both social
and environmental impact in the things we do.
We do work with a systemic perspective, taking into account how
things are always connected. Consequently, we base our decisions on
facts and thorough documentation. As a natural consequence FALK
has been EU-Ecolabel certified. The EU Ecolabel works to reduce
the overall environmental impact from production and consumption.
Therefore, the EU Ecolabel evaluates the entire product lifecycle and
the environmental problems that arise along the way - for the benefit
of the environment, climate, humans and the earth’s resources.

FALK – EU ECOLABEL

EU Ecolabel:
DK/049/005

As a part of living up to EU-Ecolabel’s criteria regarding consumer information (declaration 10),
HOUE has produced this document outlining the relevant consumer information for the FALK chair
1. Product description
FALK - is a chair made from post-consumer plastic –
directly from household waste!

6. Declaration of non-use of biocides
HOUE hereby declares that no biocides are added to
the product.

DIMENSIONS: displayed under each product.

Further HOUE lives up to REACH and the European
legislation.

MATERIALS: Legs: 4 leg construction, Seat: Plastic in
PCP + padded seat in colored fabric made from 98%
recycled post-consumer polyester.
DESIGNED BY: Thomas Pedersen

7. Compliance with relevant EN standards
The FALK chair has undergone several tests and has
passed the following:
EN 16139:2013, EN 1022:2005 and EN 16139

2. Polymer types above 100 grams
The only plastic above 100 grams is the FALK shell,
weighing: 3964 (with armrest) 2472grams (without
armrest). The recycled plastic waste is marked with
resin identification code „5”.

Further, HOUE declares that no flame retardants have
been added to the product.

The composition of the shell:
75% post-consumer plastic (recycled household
waste) 20% Glass fiber and 5% color pigment

9. Warranty and terms of conditions:
FALK is designed to last a lifetime, and more, and
currently providing 5 years of warranty.

3. Usage
FALK has a clear signature look but isn’t overpowering in its appearance. this makes FALK fit equally
well in a home, the hospitality market and in an office
setting.

For further terms and conditions:
https://houe.com/Terms

4. Information on glas types
Not relevant.
5. Compliance with fire safety
Not relevant, because no flame retardants have been
added.

8. Assembly instruction
The assembly instruction is included with the product.

10. Provision of spare parts:
HOUE provides spareparts for customers in a period
of 5 years from the delivery date. The spareparts are
delivered without any costs within the 5 year warranty
period if the product is faulty by normal use.
Contact information regarding spareparts can be
found here: https://houe.com/Contact
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EU Ecolabel
Certificate
Ecolabelling Denmark
hereby certifies that
Houe ApS
Rodelundvej 4a
8680 Ry

Conforms to the European document for furniture
Contract No DK/049/005
This certificate is in force only together with a valid contract and is not transferable.
This contract is valid until 28-07-2022.
Denmark, 13 of January 2020
Ecolabelling Denmark

Trine Pedersen
Licensing Manager

